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1 Introduction

in this report we describe an application of artificial intelligence (Al) methods to
structural analysis. We describe the development and (partial) implementation of an
Qutomated  consultant” to advise non-expert engineers in the use of a general-purpose
structural analysis program. The analysis program numerically simulates the behavior of a
physical structure subjected to various mechanical loading conditions.  The automated
consultant, called SACON (Structural Analysis CONsultant),  is based on a version of the
MYCIN program [Shortliffe74),  originaiiy developed to advise physicians in the diagnosis and
treatment of infectious diseases. The domain-specific knowledge in MYCIN is represented as
situation-action rules, and is kept independent of the “inference engine” that uses the rules.
By substituting structural engineering knowledge for the medical knowledge, the program was
converted easily from the domain of infectious diseases to the domain of structural analysis.

1.1 Motivation

The purpose of the consultation is to provide advice to a structural engineer
regarding the use of a structural analysis program called MARC [MARC76).  The MARC
program uses fiiite-element  analysis techniques to simulate the mechanical behavior of
objects. The engineer typically knows wnaf s/he wants the MARC program to do, e.g.
examine the behavior of a specific structure under expected loading conditions, but does not
know how the simulation program should be set up to do it. The MARC program offers a large
(and, to the novice, bewildering) choice of analysis methods, material properties, and
geometries that may be used to model the structure of interest. The user must learn to
select from these options an appropriate subset that will simulate the correct physical
behavior, preserve the desired accuracy, and minimize the (typically large) computational
cost. A year of experience with the program is the typical time required to learn how to use
ail of MARC’s options proficiently. The goal of the automated consultant is to bridge this
ltWhat-to-Howl@  gap, by recommending an analysis strategy. This advice can then be used to
direct the MARC user in the choice of specific input data, e.g,  numerical methods and material
properties.

The development of this knowledge-based consultant has been a collaborative
- enterprise between the Heuristic Programming Project at Stanford University and the MARC

Analysis Research Corporation. The primary participants have been Dr. Robert Engeimore,
Dr. Lewis Creary and James Bennett of the Heuristic Programming Project, and Dr. Robert
Meiosh of MARC ‘. Dr. Meiosh, an expert user of the MARC program, provided the knowledge
base that was incorporated in the automated consultant. Bennett, Creary and Engeimore

_ helped elicit the knowledge from Dr. Meiosh and implemented and tested the rules in the
EMYCIN system (which is essentially the MYCIN program, with the medical knowledge

removed).

The collaboration has been mutually beneficial. On the one hand the effort has
helped meet a need by the.  MARC user community for a readily available assistant in

’ Present address: Dept. of Civil Engineering, Duke University, Durham, N. C.
27706
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simulating and analyzing mechanical structures. Moreover, the process of eiiciting  the
knowledge of the domain, in a rule-based form, has sharpened and made more explicit the
pertinent information, conceptual elements, framework, and chain of inferences that the
human expert actually employs during the structural analysis consulting task. On the other
hand, the project has provided an opportunity to apply recent developments in knowiedge-
based system design to a new field.

1.2 Knowledge-based systems

in recent years there has been a major effort to apply Al techniques in building
expert consultation systems. These are programs that contain a large body of specialized
knowledge, for the purpose of assisting a user, typically through an interactive exchange.
Although these programs may represent their knowledge in many ways --rules, procedures,
semantic nets, lists of facts, etc. -- and apply that knowledge to the specific data in many
ways, ail these programs achieve high levels of performance by virtue of their extensive
knowledge bases. We call such programs knowledge-based systems to distinguish them from
programs which attempt to achieve their goals mainly by applying general analytical
techniques, without reference to detailed, task-specific knowledge.

1.3 Some examples of knowledge-based systems

in addition to MYCIN, which is discussed in more detail in the next section, a few
e’xampies of knowledge-based systems are briefly described below (see a lso
[Waterman781  for an overview as well as an excellent collection of recent research in this
area):

1)

21e

3)

4)

6)

The NUDGE program bears a striking simiiarity with the consultation program described
here, in its relationship with another program as a target of expertise. The NUDGE
program accepts informal and possibly incomplete specifications for scheduling a meeting,
and transforms them into a formal request to a domain independent scheduling algorithm
[Goidstein77],

The RITA system, a close relative of MYCIN, uses English-like rules for building an
“intelligent agent” that assists a terminal user in accomplishing some routine but arcane
tasks (e.g., obtaining files over the ARPA network) [Anderson70].

The PROSPECTOR system is a computer-based consultant for mineral exploration
[Duda77].  PROSPECTOR is also closely related to the MYCIN program.

The CASNET glaucoma consultation program uses a knowledge base organized as a causal
association network, to advise ciinicians in the diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma
[Weiss77 J.

The INTERNIST program is a diagnostic consultative program which assists skilled
internists in complicated medical problems [Popie77].
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8) The Heuristic DENDRAL program uses an extensive body of procedural and rule-based
knowledge of chemistry and mass spectrometry to infer chemical structures from mass
spectrometry data [Buchanan71].

7) The Meta-DENDRAL  program examines examples of known chemical structures and their
associated mass spectra, and formulates the rules of mass spectrometry that the
Heuristic DENDRAL program can use [Buchanan70).

8) The Exemplary Programming (EP)  system Yooks  over the shoulder” of the user and
transforms the sample interaction between the user and the computer into a general
procedure capable of performing that class of tasks in the future [Waterman78a).

1.4 Scope of this report

The SACON program, as mentioned above, is an application of Al techniques that
were originaiiy implemented in the MYCIN  system, MYCIN’s  approach to the organization of
the consultation task is discussed in Section 2. The scope of the structural mechanics
consultation, the-types of rules which capture the domain knowledge, the context tree, and
other features of the system as it is applied to our specific task are described in Section 3.
Two applications of the consultation program, one an analysis of a 747 wing, the other an
analysis of a building, are presented in Section 4, with actual terminal output from the
program (annotated for additional clarity). Finally, in Section 6, we draw some conclusions
about the use of automatic consultation in the structural design process and a discussion of
possible extensions to this work. Appendix 1 contains the parameters defintions used by the
model discussed in Section 3, and Appendix 2 contains a representative subset of the rules
used In this prototype version of SACON.
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2 Computer consultants and the EMYCIN system

The recent growth of interest in the class of programs known as computer
consultants can be seen as a logical consequence of two trends: an emphasis on large
stores of domain-specific knowledge and the conce-gtration  on problems taken from real world
settings. These programs are intended to provide expert-level advice on difficult cognitive
problems, particularly ones for which human expertise is in short supply.

One such system, MYCIN [Shortiiffe74),  was originaiiy designed to provide
consultative advice on diagnosis and therapy for infectious diseases. Such advice is often
required in the hospital because the attending physician is not an expert on infectious
disease--as, for example, when a cardiology patient develops an infection after heart
surgery. Time considerations compound the problem. A specimen (blood, urine, etc.) from a
patient can show some early evidence of bacterial growth within 12 hours, but 24 to 48
hours (or more) are usually required for positive identification. The physician must therefore
often decide in the absence of complete information whether or not to start treatment and
what drugs to use if treatment is required. Both of these may be difficult questions.

in accordance with one of its primary design criteria, MYCIN was written In such a
way as to maintain a ?iear  distinction between the knowledge base and the inference
engine. This makes it possible to remove the medical knowledge base, leaving only the
general faciiities for interviewing, inference, explanation, etc. This llemptyll version of the
consultation program, called EMYCIN, has been used not only for this project but other
domains as well, including the repair of car horns [vanMeiie74],  recommendations for
pbimonary function therapy [Feigenbaum’l’l],  and psychiatric diagnosis and chemotherapy
[Hefser78).  in each of these systems the general consultation faciiities worked without
modif  ication.

The following typescript shows the initiai and final parts of a sample interacfion
between a user and the SACON program as adapted for the structural analysis domain.
SACON in effect Vnterviews@~  the user about his structure, collecting information that will
allow it to infer the an appropriate analysis strategy for the numerical simulation. More
detailed examples are given in Section 4.
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2.1 A abort  example

JUICJ 2 6 ,  1 9 7 8  18:StAt-l

H e l l o  D r .  Meiosh,

SACON

i n  &ACON>MARC.SAV;88789  b y  SACON

THIS CONSULTATION CONCERNS THE 747 WING, THE PURPOSE OF THE
CONSULTATION IS TO DEMONSTRATE THE GENERAL FEATURES OF A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CONSULTATI ON ON A SIMPLE PROBLEM. THUS THE CONSULTATION INVOLVES ONLY ONE
SUBSTRUCTURE: THE TOTAL WING.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 6 - J u i - 7 8  l&54:44
fconsui tat  ion of 13-Jui-78  1&5PM1

--------STRUCTURE-28--------
1) What is the name of STRUCTURE-283
mu BOEING 747 WING
2) Assuming that your characterization of the boeing 747 wing in terms of

i ts geometry, mater ial  character ist ics, and boundary condit ions are
accurate,  how much error ( in percent)  is to lerable for the analysis?

** 1 0
3) Do you want to examine the responses of the boeing 747 wing , to

e v a l u a t e  i t s  i n s t a b i l i t y ,  o r  b o t h ?
** EXAMINE-RESPONSES
4) Does the boeing 747 wing have any time dependent terms in its equations

o f  equ i l i b r ium?
*(cyc NO
5) Is heat ing or cool ing of interest in determining structure responses?
a~cy  NO
6) Have you decomposed the boeing 747 wing into a number of potential aub-

structures which are relevant to this analysis?
*JR YES

--------SUB-STRUCTURE-l--------
7) What is the name of SUB-STRUCTURE-l?
** TOTAL WING
8) What is the material composing most of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1 I ?
** HIGH-STRENGTH-ALUMINIUtl
9) Enter the average longest dimension of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) in inches (or <number>  CMSI I
w 1420
10) Enter the weight of the total wing ( S U B - S T R U C T U R E - 1 1  in pounds (or

<number> KGSIr
w 46088
11) IQ the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 thin-wailed or solid?
*o(c  THIN-WALLED
12) What is the conf igurat ion of support  for the total  wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1 I?
w ONE-SIDE
13) Ie the total wing ( S U B - S T R U C T U R E - l )  to be modeiied as a 1, 2, or 3

dimensional system?
** 2
14) Would you describe the construction of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) to be truss and/or frame elements (NETWORK), sheets
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and/or blocks of material (CONTINUUM),  or a combination of both?
** CONTINUUM
15) Is the overall geometry of the total uing ( S U B - S T R U C T U R E - l )  c u r v e d

or p I anar?
WC  PLANAR
The first loading applied to the total uing (SUB-STRUCTURE- I )  w i l l  be
cal led:

--------LOADING-i--------

16) What is the name of LOADING-l?
rl<*  FLIGHT
171 Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:
** 20800
The first load component associated with LOADING-l will be called:

--------LOAD-COHPONENToloo------

18) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-1 as being DISTRIBUTED over
most of  the sub-structure or as acting at a P O I N T  of the sub-
structure?

*rlk DISTRIBUTED
19) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-1 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

w WIDTH-LENGTH
20) Enter the average wall thickness of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-11 in inches (or <number> Cl%):
** .31
211 Enter the average depth of the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11

in inches (or <number> CllSIr
** 41
22) Enter the magnitude of  the distr ibuted load tin psi):
** 1

23) Are there any other load components associated with L O A D I N G - l ?
IIC*  NO

24) Are-there any other loading condit ions associated with the total
w i ng (SUB-STRUCTURE-1 I?

w NO -
25) Are there any other sub-structures of the boeing 747 wing relevant

to  th is  ana lys is?
aim NO

26) Do the supports of the boeing 747 wing involve Coulomb friction,
e non I i near spr i ngs, and/or gapping?

M* NO

The fol lowing analysis c lasses are relevant to the analysis of  your structure:
. - 1) g e n e r a l - i n e l a s t i c

(The following recommendations apply to this case:)

Ac t iva te  inc rementa l  s t ress  - incremental  strain analysis.

Model nonl inear stress-strain relat ion of  the mater ia l .

Solution will be based on a mix of gradient and Newton methods,
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Logic to scan peak stress at each step and evaluate fat igue integr i ty
should be used.

7

Log ic  to  scan  5tre55e5, smooth, and compare with al lowable  stresses
(with appropr iate safety factors) should be used.

Logic to scan def lect ions, calculate relative values, and compare uith
code limits, should be called upon.

Cumulative strain damage should be calculated.

Analysis should include two or more load cycles ( i f  cycl ic)  uith
extrapolat ion for strain accumulat ion.

Shakedown extrapolation logic should be used.

A  s ing le  cyc le  o f  load ing  is su f f i c ien t  fo r  the  ana lys is ,

i; b;u wish advi$ce  on  ano ther  s t ruc tu re?
-=
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program operates with knowledge which is encoded as inference
the followlng example:

2.2.1 Production rules

The performance
rules In the form shown by

RULE858
-0-0o-0

I f : 1) The material composing the sub-structure is
one of: the metals, and

2) The  ana lys is  e r ro r  ( in  percen t )  tha t  i s  to le rab le  i s
between 5 and 38, a n d

3) The non-dimensional  stress of  the sub-structure is
greater than 9, a n d

4) The number of cycles the loading is to be applied is
between 1888 and 18888

T h e n :  It i s  def in i te  (1.8) tha t  fa t igue  is  one o f  the
stress behavior phenomena in the sub-structure

PREMISEt (SAND (SAME CNTXT MATERIAL (LISTOF  METALS))
(BETWEEN* CNTXT ERROR 5 38)
(GREATERP* CNTXT ND-STRESS .9)
(BETWEEN* CNTXT CYCLES 1888 18088II

ACTION: (CONCLUDE CNTXT SS-STRESS FATIQUE TALLY 1.8)

The rules are stored internally In the INTERLISP [Teitelman’lS]  form shown, from
which the English version Is generated. Each rule Is a single “chunk”  of domaln-specific
knowledge Indicating an ACTION (in this case a conclusion) to be performed if the conditions
specified by the PREMISE are fulfilled. Note that the rules are judgmental, that Is, they may
make inexact Inferences. In the case of the example rule the evidence cited in the premise
Is strong enough to assert the conclusion shown with a high degree of confidence: 1 .O out of
1 ,O. This number Is called a “certainty factor,” or. CF, and embodies a model of confirmation
described In [Shortllffe’lS).  The details of this model need not concern us here; we need
only note that rules In thls case are typlcally inexact Inferences. (In our prototype system,
however, all rules have a certainty factor of 1.)

The premise of each rule Is a Boolean combination of one or more clauses, each of
which Is constructed from a predicate function  with an assoclatlve triple (attrlbute,  object,
value) as Its argument. Thus each clause of a typical premise  has the following four
components:

<predicate function> <object> <attribute> <value>

For the first clause In the premise  of the example rule, the predicate function is
SAME, and the triple Is V@materlal  of sub-structure Is one of: the rnetalsB1  CNTXT Is a free
variable which Is bound to the specific object [also called a VontexV’]  for which the rule is
Invoked. There Is a standardized set of some 24 domaln-Independent predicate functions
(e.g., SAME, KNOWN, DEFINITE) and a range of domaln-specific  attrlbutes (e.g., MATERIAL,
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GEOMETRY), objects (e.g., STRUCTURE, LOADING), and associated  values (e.g., ALUMINUM,
CURVED). These form a Wocabularyl’ of conceptual primitives available for use in
constructing rules.

A rule premise Is always a conjunction of clauses, but may contain arbitrarily
complex conjunctions or disjunctions nested within each clause. (Instead of writing rules
whose premise would be a disjunction of clauses, a separate rule Is written for each clause.)
The action part Indicates one or more conclusions that can be drawn if the premises are
satisfied,  making the rules purely Inferential.

Each rule is intended to embody a single, independent chunk of knowledge and
states all necessary Information explicitly in the premise. Since the rule uses a vocabulary
of concepts common to the domain, It forms, by itself, a comprehensible statement of some
piece of domain knowledge. This characteristic facilitates rapid modification of the
knowledge base, and allows explanatlons of the program’s line of reasoning [Scott77].
Moreover, since each rule has a highly stylized, If/then format, and uses a specified set of
available prlmltlves, the rule Itself (In Its LISP form) Is a piece of executable code.

2.2.2 Associative triples and confidence factors

Facts about the world are represented as 4-tuples made up of an associative triple
and Its current certainty factor. Positive CFs indicate  a predominance of evidence
confirming a hypothesis; negatlve CFs indicate predominance of disconfirmlng evidence.

(SS-STRESS SUB-STRUCTURE-1 FATIGUE 1 .O)
(SS-STRESS SUB-STRUCTURE-1 YIELDING-COLLAPSE 1 .O)
(ANALYSIS-CLASSS STRUCTURE-1 GENERAL-INELASTIC 1 .O)

Note that it Is posslble for some attributes to be multi-valued, For example, after
attemptlng to deduce the stress behavlor W-STRESS) of a sub-structure, SACON may
conclude (correctly) that there Is evidence  both for fatigue and for yleldlng-collapse.

2.2.3 Context tree

The final aspect of the knowledge structure Is the tree of objects (or contexts)
that is constructed dynamically from a fixed hierarchy as the consultation proceeds. This
- tree serves several purposes. First, bindings of free variables in a rule are established by
: the context In which the rule Is invoked, with the standard access to contexts that are Its

ancestors, Second, since this tree is used to represent the relationships of objects in the
domain, It helps structure the consultation in ways already familiar to the user.

For example, In the structural analysis domain, a structure has one or more sub-
structures, each of which may have one or more associated ioadlngs, each of which in turn
may have one or more load-components composing it, as shown in Figure 2.1.

There are thus three major forms of knowledge representation  used in the
performance program:
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1) rules of inference are represented as production rules;

2) facts are represented as associated triples (attribute, object, value);

3) the hierarchy of objects Is represented as a context tree.

The
S t r u c t u r e

Figure  2 .1 - Context  Tree
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2.3 The inference engine

The rules are invoked in e simple backward-chaining fashion that produces a depth-
first search of a goal tree. To Illustrate, assume that the program is attempting to determine
the stress behavior of a substructure. It retrieves all the rules that make a conclusion about
that topic (Le., they mention SS-STRESS “in their action), and invokes each one in turn,
evaluating each premise to see if the conditions specified have been met, For the example
rule, this process would begin with determining  the type of materlal  compos ing the
substructure. This, in turn, is set up as a subgoal and the process recurs.

The search is thus depth-first (because each premise condition is thoroughly
explored in turn), and the search is exhaustive (because the rules may be inexact, so that
even If one succeeds, the conservative strategy Is to continue  to collect all evidence about
the subgoal.)

Note that the subgoal that is set up Is a generalized form of the original goal, Thus,
for the first clause in the example (“the material composing the sub-structure is one of the
metals”), the subgoal set up is “determine the material.” The subgoal is therefore always of
the form “determine the value of <attribute>” rather than “determine whether the
<attribute> is ec@al  to <value>,” By setting up the generalized goal of collecting all evidence
about an attribute, the performance program treats each subject es It is encountered, end
thus tends to group together all questions about a given topic. This results in a system that
displays a much more focused, methodical approach to the task, which is a distinct
advantage where human engineering considerations are important.

If, after trying ail relevant rules (referred to as “tracing” the subgoal), the system
is unable to deduce the value of an attribute, the answer Is regarded as still unknown. This
may happen if no rules are applicable, if the applicable rules are too weak, if the effects of
several rules offset each other, or if there are no rules for this subgoal at all, in any of
these cases, when the system is unable to deduce the answer, It asks the user for the value
of the subgoal (using a phrase that is stored along with the attribute itself).

The strategy of always attemptlng to deduce the value of a subgoal, asking the
user only when deduction fails, insures a minimum number of questions. However, that
strategy might also lead to unnecessary work searching for a subgoal, arriving perhaps et aa
less than definite answer, when the user already knows the answer with certainty, To
prevent this inefficiency, some of the attributes have been labeled “laboratory data,” to
indicate that they represent information available to the engineer at the start of the
consultation. In these cases the deduce-then-ask procedure is reversed and the system

- will attempt to deduce the answer only if the user cannot supply it. Given the desire to
: minimize both tree search and the number of questions asked, there is no guaranteed optimal

solution to the problem of deciding when to ask for information  and when to try to deduce It.
Allowing both types of strategies has been found to be a practical and effective solution.

Two other additions to straightforward tree search increase the inference engine’s
efficiency. First, before the entire list of rules for a subgoal is retrieved, the program
attempts to find a sequence of rules that would establish the goal with certainty, based only
on what is currently known. Since  this is a search for a sequence of rules with CF=l, the
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result is termed e %nlty path? Besides efficiency considerations, this process offers the
advantage of allowing the program to make %ommon sense” deductions with a mlnimum of
effort,

Second, the inference engine performs apartial  evaluation of rule premises. Since
many attributes are found in several rules, the value of one clause (perhaps the lest) in a
premise may already have been established while the rest ere still unknown. if this clause
alone would make the premise felse,  there Is clearly no reason to do ali the search
necessary to establish the others. Each premise is thus “previewed” by evaluating it on the
basis of currently available information. This produces a Boolean comblnatlon  of TRUES,
FALSEs, and UNKNOWNS; straightforward simplification (e.g., F & U = F) indicates whether the
rule Is guaranteed to fail.

To summarize, the rule-based formalism adopted here for representing the
consultant’s knowledge has several advantages over more traditional techniques, e.g.,
decision trees. These advantages derive mainly from the lnherent modularity of the rules.
Each rule is a relatively independent module or %hunkl’ of knowledge. The knowledge base
Is thus easy to understand end modify.

Usually, one can make a desired change in the decision logic by adding, changing,
and/or deleting just a few rules. in contrast, 8 relatively smell change in the decision-tree
formalism can require the rewriting of an entire decision tree, since the features changed
may be embedded deeply in the structure of e particular tree. Furthermore, provided that
the size of the “knowledge chunks” is properly chosen, the production rule representation
permits intelligible explanations of particular conclusions.  Lines of reasoning can be
displayed on demand, using traces of the rule interpretation process (en example of the
explanation facility is given In Section 4).

.

Other schemes for implementing en automated consultant are, of course, possible. A
decision tree, for exemple,  could be constructed that is equivalent to any particular set of
production rules (i.e. the same questions would be asked end the same conclusions would be
reached), and the object program would run more efficiently. The decision to use a rule-
based representation es described above Is analogous to the decision to write a program In a
high-level language like FORTRAN rather then in machine language; the advantages (ease of
yodlflcatlon,  intelligibility,  etc.) end disadvantages (slower to execute, uses more spece,
etc.) are much the same. A method for compiling  e rule base into en equivalent declslon tree
Is currently under development, thereby combining  the best features of both techniques.

In the following two sections of thls report we present the details of the structural
enalysls  knowledge base end discuss  two ceses  that were treated by the consultant.
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3 The Structural Mechanics Knowledge Base

This section presents the details of the knowledge base used in SACON, The
objective of a consultetion is to identify en analysis strategy for e particular structural
analysis problem, The engineer can then implement this strategy, using the MARC program, to
evaluate the material behavlors of his structure. This section defines the mathemeticei and
physical models used for characterizing the structure end recommending en analysis
strategy. .

3.1 Analysis Strategies

An analysis strategy consists of en anu&t~  class end e number of associated a&@~
reconmendations,  An analysis class is en indication of the complexity of modelling and the
ability to analyze the material behaviors of the structure. Table 3.1 lists the 38 analysis
classes currently considered. The analysis recommendations  advise the engineer on specific
features of the MARC program that should be activated when performing the actual structural
analysis. The example consultation of the previous section concludes with ten such
recommendation&.

Table 3.1 Analysis Classes

I

Nonlinear-geometry-crack-growth
Nonlinear-geometry-stress-margin
Nonlinear-geometry-fatigue
Buckling
Bif urcatlon
Nonlinear-geometry-excessive-deflection
Stiffness-degradation
Nonlinear-geometry-strength
Nonlinear-geometry-deflection
Inelastic-crack-growth
Inelastic-stress-failure
Waterial-instability
Inelastic-collapse
Inelastic-fatigue
Inelastic-strain-accumulation-failure
Elastic-plastic-collapse
‘nelastic-excessive-deflection
lnelastic-stiffness-degradatlon
nelastlc-strength
Inelastic-deflection
Uonlinear-crack-growth
Uoniinear-stress-margin
Uonlinear-material-lnstabiilty
Uoniineer-yielding-collapse
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Table 3.1 (continued)

Nonlinear-fatigue
Nonlinear-strain-accumulation
Nonlinear-buckling
Nonlinear-bifurcation
Nonlinear-excessive-deflection
Nonlinear-stiffness-degredetion
Nonlinear-strength
Nonlinear-deflection
Nonlinear-boundary-condition
General-large-displacement
General-inelastic
General-nonlinear
Linear-analysis
No-analysis

--_
3.2 Material Behaviors

To determine the appropriate analysis strategy, SACON estimates the criticei
material behaviors, I.e. stresses end deflections, of a structure under a number of loading
conditions. The materiai  behaviors currently known to SACON are listed In Table 3.2, Typical
structures that can be analyzed by both SACON end MARC include alrcreft  wings, reactor
pressure vessels, rocket motor casings, bridges, bulldings, etc.

Table 3.2 Types of stress end deflection behaviors

Stress Behaviors Deflection Behaviors

Stress-compared-with-eilowebies Excessive-deflection
Yielding-collapse Flexibility-changes
Cracking-potential Incremental-strain-failure

e Fatigue Buckling
Material-instabilities Load-path-bifurcation
Stress-excee,dence Kinematic-collapse-load
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3.3 Substructures

Uslng SACON,  the engineer decomposes the structure lnto one or more stlbstruclzlres
to determine the most aggravated stress end displacement conditions. He provides the
system date describing the materials, general geometries, end boundary conditions for each
of these substructures. A substructure Is e geometrically contiguous  region of the structure,
composed of a single materlai  such as high-strength  aluminum or structural steel, end having
a speclfled  set of kinematic boundary condltlons.  A structure may be subdivided In e number
of different ways. Flgure 3.1 illustrates some of these posslbllities.  A particular choice of
decomposition is made which best reveals the worst case behaviors of the structure.



Boundary
.condition

for
substructure 1

boundary
condition

for
substructure 2

( 1C

Fig. 3.1 Methtis of Substructuring. (a) depicts the conventional
substructure concept of finite element analysis. The
structure is divided into non-overlapping regions, where
every distinct part of the structure falls into a
substructure or onto a boundary shared by substructures.
(b) shows substructuring using overlapping substructures
and the exclusion of a part.(c) illustrates decomposition
into two substructures to permit a selection of peak
responses from tm different models of the substructure's
kinematic boundary conditions.
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3.4 Loadings

For each substructure SACON estimates e total loading from one or more loadings.
Each loading applied to a substructure represents one of the typical mechanical forces on
the substructure during its working life. ’ These might include loadings experienced during
various maneuvers such es braking, banking, etc. or caused by natural phenomena such as
earthquakes or wind-storms. Each loading is in turn composed of a number of point or
distributed load components.

3.6 Major Reasoning Steps

Given the descriptions of the component substructures end descriptions of the
loadings applied to each substructure, the consultant estimates stresses end deflections for
each substructure using a number of simple mathematical models. The behaviors of the
complete structure are found by determlnlng the sum of the peek relative stress end
deflection behaviors of all the substructures. Based on these peek responses (essentially
the worst-case behaviors exhibited by the structure), knowledge of available analysis types,
and the tolerable analysis error, SACON recommends en analysis strategy. Figure 3.2
illustrates the information flow during e consultation.

’ The prototype SACON program contains no rules for time-dependent or thermal
loading conditions. The currently implemented strategies apply only to structures whose
equlilbrlum equations ere time Independent end assume that the structure is fabricated end
loaded et room temperature (21 deg. C). .
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LOADINGS - SUBSTRUCTURE-1 1
I WORST-CASE .

HPP7823

k STRESS and
LOADINGS w SUBSTRUCTURE-2 B DEFLECTION - ANALYSIS

r BEHAVIORS of STRATEGY
STRUCTURE

LOADINGS - SUBSTRUCTURE-3 -J

Fia.  3.2 Information flow durinu  the consultation. The user
specifies loadin and substructure descriptions that
SACON  uses to In er material behaviors and, finally,B
an analysls strategy.

3.6 The Mathematical Model

The loading data and knowledge about the overall geometry of each of the
substructures enable the consultant to model each substructure as either a network of
trusses and beams or as a continuum  of material. Network models Imply beam-like behavior;
continuum models Imply plate-like behavior. The cross-section of a substructure may be
treated as solid or thin-walled. In a solid section, all the material in the section resists
loading. In a thin-walled section, that part of the material resisting loading is centered near
the section boundaries. A solid bar or a hollow tube Illustrate a solid or thin-walled section,
respectively.

Example rules using formulas for the plate and beam models are given in Appendix
2. These formulas estimate peak stresses and relative deflection given the number of edges
supported, the geometry of the panel, the material stiffness, the form of the cross sect/on,
and the location and magnitude of loadings.

The stresses and deflections due to each loading component are summed to
determine stress and deflection bounds for a particular loading. The root-mean-square of
these loading bounds Is computed to arrive at non-dimensional limiting-response estimates for
each substructure. These estimates are used to determine what stress, deflection, and
nonlinear behaviors will be displayed by each substructure. Finally, an appropriate analysis
strategy Is determined by considering the most severe stress state and the greatest
deflection change for any of the substructures of the structure,
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3.7 Summary

Thus there are three major types of knowledge implemented and used by the
system:

1) The mathematical models that estimate non-dimensional stress and deflection bounds for
each substructure, given Its boundary conditions and Its loadings.

2) Methods for Inferring stress, deflectlon, and nonlinear behaviors of substructures, given
the non-dimensional response bounds, the number of loading cycles are to be applied, the
materlal composltlon of the substructure, and the tolerable analysis error.

3) Rules for lnferrlng analysis strategies (both analysis class and recommendations)
depending on the worst-case stress, deflection, and nonlinear behaviors of the structure.

The existing knowledge base Is able to select from among 36 nonlinear analysis
strategies. If nonlinear analysis Is not Indicated by the response estimates, the consultation
recommends linear analysis. In addition, If relative stress and displacement estimates are low
(less than five p-et-cent of critical values), the consultation Indicates no analysis Is required.
The knowledge base consists of 170 rules and about 140 consultation parameters. A typical
consultation (2 substructures, 3 loadings, 3 load components) requires about 26 mlnutes at
an interactive terminal.

To reiterate a point made in Section 2, all of SACON’s knowledge Is represented as
a set of production rules. This representation permits the knowledge to be separated from
the Ynf erence engine” which  uses it. The knowledge base Is thus a data structure, as
distinct from the program as the Input data. Consequently the domain of expertise of the
consultation system may be expanded by addlng new rules, wlthout changing the program.
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4 Example Consultations

This section illustrates the features of the structural analysis consultation in more
detail. It exhibits consultations for an airplane wing and a reinforced concrete building,
thereby showing the scope of the knowledge ba3.e and MYCIN  code features In structural
analysis consultations.

4.1 Analysis of an Airplane Wing

Figure 4.1 provides a schematic of the wlng of a Boeing 747 and a tabulation of
some wing loadings. The problem Is to determine what analysls strategy to use to evaluate
the structural Integrity of the wing for the loadings given.

The swept wing is tapered In planform  and In depth. Skin gauges vary from ,600
Inches at the 770-inch  root chord to ,120  Inches at the 2200Inch  tip chord. The wing Is
fabricated of high-strength aluminum. Wing loadings of interest Include normal flight and
landing In a fully fueled conflguratlon.

Figure 4.2 summarizes  the englneer’s  decomposltlon  of the structure, The wing Is
partitioned Into three substructures--the outer wing, the Inner wing, and the total wing.
Three substructures are used to deal more accurately with the wing geometry, All three are
assumed to be supported at thelr Inboard edge and subjected to the two Independent
loadings.

The dialogue of the consultation is reproduced below. The user’s responses to
SACON%  questlons, or hls requests for Information, are preceded by a double asterisk.
Annotations which are not part of the actual dialogue are In It&r and prefaced by NOTE:.



AIRPLANE WING ANALYSIS (747)

Analysis  Model
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CONFIGURATION
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landing
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Fig. 4.1



CONSULTATION MODEL  (747 Wing)

A. Substructure  l-Outer Wing

T \ High Strength Aluminum

B. Substructure 2- Inner Wine

t Weight  = 14,000

LOADING WING DEAD WING PRESSURE  CYCLES
LOAD

Flight 6.4 psi -7.4 psi 20000

Landing 3.0 psi --s-B 20000

-T Weight = 32,000

460”

LOADING

Flight

WING DEAD WING LIFT CYCLES
LOAD

6.4 psi -7.4 psi 20000

Landing 3.0 psi, 17,600 # at
918,000# outboard

from outer  wing wheels
substructure

20000

I outboard  wheel line



C. Substructure 3-Total  Wing

Weight = 46000

1420” ,s

.50” thick

7
High  performance aluminum

/
/

70” 3
/

f

.l20”

LOADING WING DEAD WT. WING LIFT CYCLES

Flight 6.4 psi -7.4 psi 20000

Landing 3.0 psi - 17,600 # at 20000
141”

Fig. 4 . 2 (cont.)
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September 9, 1978 10:lBAM  in &ACON>SACON.SAV;80908  by SACON

Load ing  <SACON>STRUCTURE.l:l...

THIS IS THE CONSULTATION FOR THE 747 WING, THE PURPOSE
OF THIS EXAMPLE IS TO ILLUSTRATE A TYPICAL CONSULTATION. THUS,
IT  DEALS WITH MULTIPLE SUBSTRUCTURES (3) ,-‘LOADINGS  (51,  A N 0
LOADING COMPONENTS. IT ASSUMES THAT THE ANALYSIS OBJECTIVE IS TO
EVALUATE RESPONSE INTEGRITY UNDER LOADINGS CAUSE0 BY FLIGHT AN0
LANDING CONDITIONS.

--------STRUCTURE-l--------
1)

3

What is the name of STRUCTURE-l?
747 WING
Assuming that your character izat ion of the 747 wing in terms of i ts
geometry, mater ial  character ist ics, and boundary condit ions are
accura te ,  how much  e r ro r  (in percent) is tolerable for the analysis?
5

**

Do you want to examine the responses of the 747 wing, to evaluate its
ins tab i  I i ty, o r  bo th?
EXAMINE-RESPONSES
Does the 747 wing have any time dependent terms in its equations of
equ i l i b r ium?
NO
Is heat ing or cool ing of interest in determining structure responses?
NO
Have you decomposed the 747 wing into a number of potential sub-
structures which are relevant to this analysis?
YES

--------SUB-STRUCTURE-l--------
7) What is the name of SUB-STRUCTURE-l?
** OUTER WING .

8) What is the material composing most of the outer wing (SUB-
STRUCTURE-1 I ?

*olt HIGH-STRENGTH-ALUMINIUM
9) Enter the average longest dimension of the outer wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) in inches (or <number> CHSI :
** 900
10) Enter the weight of the outer wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 in pounds

(or <number> KGSI:
*olc  14000
11) Is the outer wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 thin-walled or solid?
*r3 THIN-WALLED
12) What is the conf igurat ion of support  for the outer wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1 I?
tt ONE-SIDE
13) Is the outer wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 to be modelled  as a 1, 2, or 3

dimensional system?
** 2
14) Would you describe the construction of the outer wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) to be truss and/or frame elements (NETWORK), sheets
and/or blocks of material (CONTINUUM),  or a combination of both?

w CONTINUUM
15) Is the overall geometry of the outer wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 curved
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or p lanar?
** WHY

(NOTE: The user may respond to any question  with ‘WHY’.  The consultant then attempts to cxplah
its current line  of reasoning by describing tht sub-goal that it is trying to cstabltsh.)-.
[i.e. WHY is it important to determine the geometry of SUB-STRUCTURE-l?1
tl.O1 This wi II aid in determining the shape of S U B - S T R U C T U R E - l .

I t  has already been establ ished t h a t
Il.13  t he  mode l l i ng  dimensionality  of the outer wing is 2

Therefore, i  f
II.21 i t  is known uniquely that cont inuum is one of the construct ions

of the outer wing, and
Il.31 the geometry of the outer wing is planar

then
it is definite (1.0)  t h a t  t h e  s h a p e  o f  t h e  o u t e r  w i n g  i s  p l a t e

[ b a c k  t o  auestion  15 . ,.I
ak* CURVED ’
The first loading applied to the outer wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 will be
ca l  l ed :  - -

--------LOADING-l--------

16) What is the name of LOADING-l?
** FLIGHT
17) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied1- -
** 20000
The first load component associated with LOADING-l will be called:

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-l--------
18) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-1 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
s t ruc tu re?

*a~ WHY

(NOTE: Another user request fiv an explanation of what the consultant is trying to accomplish by
asking the question.)

d [i.e. WHY is it important to determine the distribution of L O A D - C O M P O N E N T - l ? 1

12.81  The distribution of a load component is one of the 4 s tandard
parameters that identify a load component.

This may be useful  later in the consultat ion. For example, i t  is very
important in determining the stress magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1 and
is  very important in determining the def lect ion magnitude of
LOAD-COMPONENT-l.

[back to quest ion 18.J
rkt DISTRIBUTED
19) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-1 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)
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*ct WIDTH-LENGTH
20) Enter the average wall thickness of the outer wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) in inches (or <number> CMSIt
** .16
21) Enter the average depth of the outer wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-11

in inches (or <number> CMSI :
*ict 2 3 . 5 -.
g$IwE;ter  the magnitude of the distr ibuted load ( in psi) :

(NOTE: Another example of the explanation facility.)

[i.e. WHY is it important to determine the magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1 (in
psl)?l

13.01  This will aid in determining the stress magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1
( i n  p s i ) .
I t  has already been establ ished that

t3.11 the surface to which LOAD-COMPONENT-1 acts normal is width-
length, a n d

T3.21  the distribution of LOAD-COMPONENT-1 is distributed, and
13.31 the conf igurat ion of support  for the outer wing is One-Side,

and --_
13.41 the shape of the outer wing is one of:  the surface Shap88, a n d
13.51 the moment of inertia of the outer wing is known, and
13.61 the length of the outer wing is known, and
f3.71 the depth of the outer wing is known, and
T3.81  Young’s modulus of the material is known

Therefore, i  f
13.91 the magni tude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1 (in psi) is known

then
it is definite (1.0) that the stress magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1

( i n  p s i )  i s  d e p t h  rtr dist-mag * l e n g t h  9 2 / 4 1( e i n e r t i a
[ALSO:

it  is definite (1.8) t h a t  t h e  d e f l e c t i o n  m a g n i t u d e  o f
LOAD-COMPONENT-1
in inches is diet-mag * length ? 3 / 24 k y o u n g s - m o d u l u s  t einertial

[back to question 22...1
** 1

23) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-l?
* *ct NO

24) Are there any other loading condit ions associated with the outer
w i ng (SUB-STRUCTURE-1 I ?

*ct YES

--------LOADING-2--------

25) What is the name of LOADING-2?
mlc LANDING
26) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:
w 28880
The first load component associated with LOADING-2 will be called8

--------LOAD-COHPONENT-2--------
27) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-2 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
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s t ruc tu re?
Y* DISTRIBUTED
28) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-2 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

s* WIDTH-LENGTH
29) En te r  the  magn i tude  of-the distr ibuted load ( in psi) :
** 3

Zl3Qre  there any other load components aaaociated with LOADING-23

31) Are there any other loading condit ions associated with the outer
w i ng (SUB-STRUCTURE-1 I?

wtc NO
32) Are there any other sub-structures of the 747 wing relevant to this

ana lys is?
w YES

--------SUB-STRUCTURE-2--------

33) What is the name of SUB-STRUCTURE-2?
** INNER WING
34) What is the material composing moat of the inner wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-2)?
** HIGH-STRENGTH-ALUMINIUtl
35) Enter the average longest dimension of the inner wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-2) in inches for <number> CMSIt
w 520
36) Enter the weight of the inner wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 in pounds (or

<number> KGSI :
zw 32000
37) Is the inner wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 thin-walled or solid?
rk* TH I N-WALLED
38) What is the conf igurat ion of support  for the inner wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-2)?
*icf ONE-SIDE
33) 19 the inner wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 to be modelled  as a 1, 2, or 3

dimensional system?
** 2
48) Would you describe the construction of the inner wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-2) to be truss and/or frame elements (NETWORK), sheets
and/or  b locks of  mater ia l  (CONTINUUMI,  or a combinat ion of both?

*tt CONTINUUM
41) Is the overal  I geometry of the inner wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 CUrV8d

or p lanar?
** CURVED
The first loading applied to the inner wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 wi I I be
cal led:

. --------LOADING-3--------
42) What is the name of LOADING-3?
*ct LANDING
43) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied!
t* 20080

The f i rst  load component associated with LOADING-3 wi l l  be cal led:

--------LOAD-COfiPONENT-3--------

44) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-3 aa being DISTRIBUTED over
moat of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
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structure?
rlc* DISTRIBUTED
45) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-3 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

mm WIDTH-LENGTH
46) Enter the average wall thickness of the inner wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-2) in inches (or <number>  CNSI:
** .35
47) Enter the average depth of the inner wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-21

in inches (or <number> CM9  :
** 52.5
fr*i13Enter the magnitude of the distr ibuted load ( in psi) :

49) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-3?
m YES

--------LOAD-COMPONENT-4--------
58) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-4 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
s t ruc tu re?

rlc* POINT
51) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-4 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

*cx WIDTH-LENGTH
52) Describe where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-4 is

appl ied:
*icx NEAR-SUPPORT
53) Enter the magnitude of  the point  load ( in pounds)r
** -17608

54) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-3?
w YES

--------LOAD-COfiPONENT-5--------
55) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-5 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the aub-
structure?

*<J POINT
56) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-5 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

** WIDTH-LENGTH
57) Describe where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-5 is

appl ied:
** NEAR-FREE-EDGE
58) Enter the magnitude of the point load (in pounds):
*ACS 918080

59) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-3?
** NO

60) Are there any other loading condit ions associated with the inner
w i ng (SUB-STRUCTURE-2I?

trlc  NO

(NOTE: The flight loading on the inner wing was shipped in order to shorten  an already  quttt
lengthy example.)
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61)  Are there any other sub-structures of the 747 wing relevant to this
ana lys is?

MM YES

--------SUB-STRUCTURE-3--------
62) What i s the name of SUB-STRUCTURE-33
** TOTAL WING
63) What is the material composing most of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-3) ?
** HIGH-STRENGTH-ALUMINIUM
64) Enter the average longest dimension of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-3) in inches (or <number> CNS)  :
*NC 1428
65) Enter the weight of the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 in pounds (or

<number> KG91
NC* 46880
66) Is the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 thin-walled or solid?
** THIN-WALLED
67) What is the conf igurat ion of support  for the total  wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-3) ?
*elk ONE-SIDE
68) Is the total  wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 to be modelled  as a 1, 2, or 3

dimensional system?
** 2
63) Would you describe the construction of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-3) to be truss and/or frame elements (NETWORK), sheets
and/or  b locks of  mater ia l  (CONTINUUMI,  or a combinat ion of both?

** CONTINUUM
78) Is the overall geometry of the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 CUrV8d

or p lanar?
** CURVED
The first loading applied to the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 will b e
cal led:

--------LOADING-4--------

71) What is the name of LOADING-4?
t* FLIGHT
72) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:
w 28080
The first load component associated with LOADING-4 will be called:

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-6--------

73) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-6 as being DISTRIBUTED over
most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the aub-
structure?

NM DISTRIBUTE0
74) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-6 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

** WIDTH-LENGTH
75) Enter the average wall thickness of the total wing (SUB-

STRUCTURE-3) in inches (or <number>  CM:
** .31
76) Enter the average depth of the total wing (SUB-STRUCTURE-31

i n  i n c h e s  (or <number>  CtlSI  t
** 41
77) Enter the magnitude of  the distr ibuted load (in psi)r
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78) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-4?
WC  NO

79) Are there any other loading condit ions associated with the total
w i ng (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 ?

AM YES

--------LOADING-5--------
80) What is the name of LOADING-5?
** LANDING
81) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:
mc 20880
The first load component associated with LOADING-5 will be called:

--------LOAD-COMPONENT-7--------
82) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-7 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
s t ruc tu re?

** DISTRIBUTE0
83) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-7 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider th8
loading as two or more component loadings)

rlrt WIDTH-LENGTH
84) Enter- the magnitude of the distr ibuted load ( in psi) :
** 3

85)  Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-5?
t* YES

--------LOAD-COMPONENT-8--------
86) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-8 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the aub-
structure?

rlc* POINT
87) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-8 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should COnBid8r  the
loading as two or more component loadings)

*ct WIDTH-LENGTH
88) Describe where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-8 is

appl ied:
m* NEAR-SUPPORT
89) Enter the magnitude of the point load (in pounds):
w -17688

90) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-S?
w NO

91) Are there any other loading condit ions associated with the total
w i ng (SUB-STRUCTURE-31 ?

NW  NO
92j Are there any other sub-structures of the 747 wing relevant to this

ana lys is?
x* NO
93) Do the supports of  the 747 wing involve Coulomb fr ict ion, nonl inear

springs, and/or gapping?
w NO

The fol lowing analysis classes are relevant to the analysis of your
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s t r u c t u r e :
1) g e n e r a l - i n e l a s t i c
2) general - large-displacement
3) general-non1  inear

The following are specific analysis recommendations you should
fol low When performing the structure analysis;

use large displacement formulat ion for  stress and strain.

Cons ider  whether  fo rces  re ta in  o r ien ta t ion  to  s t ruc tu re  o r  a  f i xed
d i rec t ion  in  space.

Solution will be based on a modified Newton-Raphaon approach,

Ac t iva te  inc rementa l  s t ress  - inc rementa l  s t ra in  ana lys is ,

Model non1 inear s t r e s s - s t r a i n  r e l a t i o n  o f  t h e  m a t e r i a l .

Logic to scan peak stress at  each step and evaluate fat igue integri ty
should be used. .

LogictiY. scan a%-esses, smooth, and compare wi th al lowab
th  appropr ia te safety factors) ahou Id be used.

Logi c to scan de f l ections, calcula
code lim i t s , should be called

le  s t re

te rel
upon.

ative va I ues , and compare w i t h

Flexibi l i ty evaluat ions should be made at each load step for user
se lec ted  c r i te r ion  load ings .

Cumulative strain damage should be calculated.

Ana I y a i s shou I d inc lude two or more oad cyc
e x t rbapolat ion for strain accumu ation.

l e a  ( i f  c y c l i c )  w i t h

Shakedown extrapolation logic should be used.

A  s ing le  cyc le  o f  load ing  i s  su f f i c ien t  fo r  fa t lgue  es t imates .

a (NOTE: The following is a post-analysis question-answering shsion between the user and SACON.)

Please ask questions now. When you are finished and want to
begin a new consultat ion or s ign off  the terminal,  enter the word
STOP.

- Type HELP for the I ist of quest ion options.

M WHAT ARE THE STRESS PHENOMENA OF THE 747 WING
The stress behavior phenomena in the 747 wing are fatigue (1.8)  stress-

8XC88d8nC8  (1 a 8)
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*cf WHAT ARE THE DEFLECTION PHENOMENA OF THE TOTAL WING
The def lect ion phenomena in the 747 wing are f lexibi l i ty-changes (1.0)

e x c e s s i v e - d e f l e c t i o n  (1.8)  i nc rementa l -s t ra in - fa i  l u re  (1.0)

TIC* HOW DID YOU CONCLUDE THE ANALYSIS CLASS OF-.STRUCTURE-1

The following rules concluded about;
the analysis class of the 747 wing

cumula t i ve  cer ta in ty last question asked
Rule va lue  6 cumulat ive certainty before conclusion was made

RULE035 GENERAL-LARGE-01 SPLACEMENT (1.8) 93

liE~~~
GENERAL-INELASTIC (1.8)
GENERAL-NONL I NEAR (1 a 0) ii

The parameters used in these rules were:
the  types  o f  non l inear i ty  in  the  s t ruc ture
the stress behavior phenomena in the structure
the deflection phenomena in the structure

(NOTE: The user may  ask-?0  set tAt text of any rule, as shown here.)

NM PR 35

RULE035
- - - - - - -
[Th is  ru le  app l ies  to  any  s t ruc tu re , and is  t r ied  in  o rder  to  f ind  ou t  about

the  ana lys is  c lass  o f  the  s t ruc tu re ]

I f : 1) Geometr ic is one of the types of nonl ineari ty in the structure, and
2) There are some stress behavior phenomena in the structure, and
3) There are some deflection phenomena in the structure

Then: It is definite (1.8) tha t  genera l - l a rge-d isp lacement  i s  one  o f  t h e
analysis class of the structure

** WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF NONLINEARITY OF STRUCTURE-l
The types of nonl ineari ty in the 747 wing are geometr ic (1.8) mater ia l  (1.0)

** WHAT IS THE STRESS MAGNITUDE OF LOAD-COMPONENT-l
The stress magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1 (in psi) is 107712.8

x* WHAT IS THE DEFLECTION MAGNITUDE OF LOAD-COMPONENT-1
The deflection magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1 in inches is .8687528  inches

** HOW DID YOU CONCLUDE THE STRESS MAGNITUDE OF LOAD-COMPONENT-l _

RULE142 was used to conclude that the stress magnitude of LOAD-COMPONENT-1
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(in psi) is 1 0 7 7 1 2 . 8 . The last question asked before the conclusion uas
made was 22.

t* PR 142

RULE142 . .
- - - - - - -
[This rule appl ies to any loading component,  and is t r ied in order to f ind

out about the stress magni tude of  the load component (in psi), or the
deflection magnitude of the load component in inches1

Ifr 1)’ The surface to which the load component acts normal is  width- length,
and

2) The distr ibut ion of the load component is distr ibuted, and
3) The conf igurat ion of  support  for the sub-structure is one-side, a n d
4) The shape of the sub-structure is one of: the surface shapes, a n d
5) The moment of inertia of the sub-structure is known, and
6) The magnitude of the load component (in psi) is known, and
7) The length of the sub-structure is known, and
8) The depth of the sub-structure is known, and
9) Young’s modulus of the material is known

T h e n :  1) I t  i s  de f in i te  (1 .8 )  tha t  the  s t ress  magn i tude o f  the  load
c o m p o n e n t  ( i n  psi) is depth Ir d i s t -mag ry length f 2 / 4 *
e i n e r t i a ,  a n d

2) It  is definite (1.0) t h a t  t h e  d e f l e c t i o n  m a g n i t u d e  o f  t h e  l o a d
component in inches is d is t -mag t length f 3 / 24 1( youngs-
modu lus  t einertia

c
m WHAT IS THE STRESS BOUND OF LOADING-1
The maximum stress bound at a point, due to all components of LOADING-l (in

psi) is 107712.8  ps i

t* STOP

i; b;u wish advice on another structure?
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4.2 Analysis of a Concrete Building

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 provide detalis  of a College  Union Buiidlng. Figure 4.3 Is a
schematic of the floors and columns and d8fln8S  design  loadings. Figure 4.4 shows some of
the construction details. The building Is formed -.of  high-strength (4,000 psi) reinforced
concrete.

Figure 4.6 summarizes data needed in the consultation. The building is represented
by two substructures: a representative section of the floor and a mOd8i  of the columns for
loading in the north-south direction.

Consistent with preliminary design  methods, the mod81  described to the consultant
assumes that the function of the reinforcing steel Is to make  the concrete effective for
tensile stress. Thus, the model for consultation does not include reinforcement details.

The dialogue of the consultation  is reproduced below.



Substructure 1 -Floor Section

\
32*---------t

t
Weight = 168,800

Dead Load  = 106.25 psf
Live load = 80.00

32’
186.25 psf = 1.2934 psi

8 l/2 *’

NOTES
1. Depth of concrete fill and slab
2. Weight  of cone = 32 x 32 x 8.5 x 150 = 108,800

12
3. Dead load = t x 150 = 8.8 x 150 = 106.25 psf

12 12

Substructure 2-N.S. Frame

A-----t

-7
BW 4 @ 16.5’ =

C-----t

66.5’

800,000 cycles of wind

Weight = 1 ,160,OOO

POINT  WIND P* QUAKE-- P,’

A 81,005 2,762,500
B 81,005 1,961,500

t C 81,005 1,166,500

66” x 32 cols  = 176’
*P=point  load

+

1. Depth of section  and thickness  of walls to match real concrete

Fig. 4.3



4’ - 0” T beam flange width

-

-. 4’ - 0” T beam  flange  width

V North

I A

32’ - 0”

Column Q
to Column c

I
- I B 32’- 0” column Q to column r$I b

I
Schematic of Floor

6” U beam
web thick

thickness

web thickness

rI’y;;,,T U beam width

A-A Schematic of U Beam

4 l/2 ” thick T beam flange

2*-e”
T beam depth 8” T beam web

y,Lr thickness

8” column wall
thickness

I+ I5’-lo”+

B-B Schematic of Column and Decking

Fig. 4.4



COLLEGE  UNION BUILDING

Analysis  Model

Column lines  (typ.)

3 @ 32’-0”

Floor plan

f

Floor line (Typ.)

Elevation

LOADS
80 psf floor live loading
Dead load of concrete  structure
.3 g N-S, .25 g E-W earthquake  acceleration
100 MPH wind loading N-S = 25.57  psf
80 MPH wind loading  E-W = 16.36 psf
Critical load = wind or earthquake  + .5 wind
1000 cycles of loading  due to earthquake

t
3 spaces

@ 13’ - 4”

-4

I
18’ - 0”

-t
8’ - 0”

7
t_.

Fig. 4.5
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Sep tember  9 ,  1978  10:40AM  in <SACON>SACON,SAV;80308  by SACON

Loading <SACON>STRUCTURE.24;1...

THIS IS THE CONSULTATION FOR THE COLLEGE UNION BUILDING.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXAMPLE IS TO ILLUSTRATE A TYPICAL CONSULTATION.
THUS, I T DEALS WI TH MULTIPLE SUBSTRUCTURES (2) , LOADINGS (2) , AN0
LOADING COMPONENTS. IT ASSUMES THAT THE ANALYSIS OBJECTIVE IS TO
EVALUATE RESPONSE INTEGRITY AN0 STABILITY UNDER STATIC LOADINGS
CAUSE0 BY GRAVITY, WIND, AND EARTHQUAKE.

9-Sep-78  10: 40: 43
[consu l  tation of 7-Jul-78 4:45PMl

What i s the name of STRUCTURE-24?
COLLEGE UNION BUILDING
Assuming that your character izat ion of the col lege union bui lding in
terms of  i ts geometry, mater ia l  character ist ics,  and boundary
condit ions are accurate,  how much error ( in percent)  is to lerable for
the analysis?
10
Do you want to examine the responses of the college union building, to
e v a l u a t e  i t s  i n s t a b i l i t y ,  o r  b o t h ?
BOTH
Does the college union building have any time dependent terms in its
equations of equi l ibr ium?
NO
Is heat ing or cool ing of interest in determining structure responses?
NO
Have you decomposed the co1 lege union building into a number of
potent ial  sub-structures which are relevant to this analysis?
YES

--------SUB-STRUCTURE-l--------
7) What is the name of SUB-STRUCTURE-l?
** FLOOR SECTION
8) What is the material composing most of the floor section (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1 I ?
** ?

(NOTE: The user may respond to a question with a question mark. The system responds with a list of
expected responses.)

‘What is the material composing the floor section (SUB-STRUCTURE-l)?
IExpected responses are: HIGH-STRENGTH-ALUMINIUM UPGRADED-ALUMINIUM
STRUCTURAL-ALUMINIUM HIGH-STRENGTH-STEEL UPGRADED-STEEL
STRUCTURAL-STEEL CONCRETE HIGH-STRENGTH-CONCRETE
l?$;;;,HELP  f o r  l i s t  o f  u s e r  o p t i o n s .

(NOTE: The user may respond to any prompting with “WHY”, thereby calling in the explanation
facility of SACON.  SACON responds by telling the user what its current sub-goal is--in this case
stress behavior--and the context in which  its attention is focused--sub-structure 1 here.)
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[i.e. WHY is it important to determine the material composing
SUB-STRUCTURE-I?1

t1.81 The material composing a sub-structure is one of the 9 s tandard
parameters that ident i fy a sub-structure.

Th is  may  be  use fu l  l a te r  in  the”consuItation, For example, i t  is v e r y
important in determining the stress behavior phenomena in SUB-
STRUCTURE-1 and is signif icant in determining the stress cr i ter ion of
SUB-STRUCTURE-l.

[back to quest ion 8.J
** CONCRETE
9) Enter the average longest dimension of the floor section (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) in inches (or <number> CMSI  :
w 32 F T
10) Enter the ueight of the floor section (SUB-STRUCTURE-II in pounds

(or <number> KGS):
w 108800
11) Is the floor section (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 thin-wal led or sol id?
** SOLID
12) What is the conf igurat ion of support  for the f loor sect ion (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1 13
** FOUR-S1  DES
13) I s the f loor  sect ion (SUB-STRUCTURE-l )  to be mode I I ed as a 1, 2, or

9 dimensional system?
** 2
14) Would you describe the construction of the floor section (SUB-

STRUCTURE-1) to be truss and/or frame elements (NETWORK), sheets
and/or  b locks of  mater ia l  (CONTINUUMI,  or a combinat ion of both?

as* CONTINUUM
15) Is the overal  I geometry of the floor section (SUB-STRUCTURE-11

curved or planar?
** PLANAR
The first loading applied to the floor section (SUB-STRUCTURE-11 will
be cal led:

--------LOADING-l--------

16) What is the name of LOADING-l?
t* TOTAL LOADING
17) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:
*et 1000
The first load component associated with LOADING-l will be called:

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-l--------
18) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-l as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
s t ruc tu re?

** DISTRIBUTED
19)  Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-1 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as tuo or more component loadings)

** WIDTH-LENGTH
2f&I,E;nt;;  the magnitude of the distr ibuted load ( in psi) :

21) Enter the average depth of the floor section (SUB-STRUCTURE-11
in inches (or <number> CMSI:
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** 8 . 5
22) Are there any other load components associated with L O A D I N G - l ?
w NO

23) Are  there  any  o ther  load ing  cond i t ions  associated  with the f loor
set t i on (SUB-STRUCTURE-1 I ?

w NO
241 Are there any other sub-structures of”the col lege union bui lding

re levant  to  th is  ana lys is?
atc* YES

--------SUB-STRUCTURE-2--------

25) What is the name of SUB-STRUCTURE-2?
*t NORTH-SOUTH COLUMNS

26) What is the material composing most of the north-south columns
(SUB-STRUCTURE-21 ?

** HIGH-STRENGTH-CONCRETE
27) Enter the average longest dimension of the north-south columns

(SUB-STRUCTURE-21 in inches (or <number> CM:
** 66.5 F T
28) Enter the weight of the north-south columns (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 i n

pounds (or <number> KG%
m* 1160000
29)  Is the north-south columns (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 thin-walled or solid?
** THIN-WALLED
30) What is the conf igurat ion of  support  for  the north-south columns

(SUB-STRUCTURE-21 ?
** ONE-SIDE
31)  Is the north-south columns (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 to be model led as a 1 ,

2, or 3 dimensional system?
** 1
32) Would you describe the construction of the north-south columns

(SUB-STRUCTURE-21 to be truss and/or frame elements (NETWORK),
sheets and/or b locks of  mater ia l  (CONTINUUMI,  or a combinat ion
of both?

** NETWORK
The first loading applied to the north-south columns (SUB-STRUCTURE-21
w i l l  b e  c a l l e d :

--------LOADING-2--------
X&‘,‘;‘;;t is the name of LOADING-2?

34) Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:
w 800000
The first load component associated with LOADING-2 will be called:

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-2--------

35) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-2 as being DISTRIBUTED over
most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
structure?

** POINT
36) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-2 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as tuo or more component loadings)

*le~c WIDTH-LENGTH
371 Describe uhere on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-2 is

appl iedt
** NEAR&FREE-EDGE
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i”,I,f;;;r the magnitude of the point load (in pounds) :

39) Enter the average depth of the north-south columns (SUB-
STRUCTURE-2) in inches (or <number> CMSI  :

** 66
48) Enter the average wall-thickness of the north-south columns

(SUB-STRUCTURE-21 in inches (or <number>  CMSI:
** 8

41) Are there any other load components associated uith LOADING-2?
Y* YES

--------LOAD-COHPONENT-3--------

42) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-3 as being DISTRIBUTED over
most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
s t ruc tu re?

t* POINT
43) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-3 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

** WIDTH-LENGTH
44) Describe where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-3 is

appl ied:
** WEAR-CENTROID
~~I,~;~;r the magnitude of the point load (in pounds):

46) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-2?
w YES

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-4--------

47) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-4 as being DISTRIBUTED over
most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
structure?

J* POINT
48) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-4 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

** WIDTH-LENGTH
49) Describe uhere  on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-4 is

appl ied:
** NEAR-SUPPORT
EJ&I,:;;;r the magnitude of the point load (in pounds) :

51) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-2?
*<1(  NO

52) Are there any other loading condit ions associated with the north-
south co I umns (SUB-STRUCTURE-21 3

m YES

--------LOADING-3--------
53) What is the name of LOADING-33
*ak WIND+llUAKE
iz$Enter the number of loading cycles to be applied:

The first load component associated with LOADING-3 uill  be called:
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55) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-5 as being DISTRIBUTED over
most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
s t ruc tu re?

*cx POINT
56) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-5 act

NORMAL to? (I f more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

l<*  WIDTH-LENGTH
57) Describe where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-5 is

appl ied:
** NEAR-FREE-EDGE
58) Enter the magnitude of the point load (in pounds);
NM 2762500

kzIyt;e there any other load components associated with LOADING-33

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-6--------
60) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-6 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
structure?

TIC*  POINT
61) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-6 act

NORMA1  to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

m* WI OTH-LENGTH
62) Describe  where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-6 is

appl ied:
mn NEAR-CENTROID
63) Enter the magnitude of  the point  load ( in poundsIr
w 1961500

64) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-33
w YES

--------LOAD-COflPONENT-7--------
65) Would you describe LOAD-COMPONENT-7 as being DISTRIBUTED over

most of the sub-structure or as acting at a POINT of the sub-
structure?

** POINT
66) Which surface of the sub-structure does LOAD-COMPONENT-7 act

NORMAL to? (If more than one surface, you should consider the
loading as two or more component loadings)

** WIDTH-LENGTH
67) Describe where on the sub-structure LOAD-COMPONENT-7 is

appl ied:
** NEAR-SUPPORT
68) Enter the magnitude of the point load (in pounds) :
X* 1166500

69) Are there any other load components associated with LOADING-33

70)  Are there any other loading condit ions ass
south columns (SUB-STRUCTURE-213

Y* NO
71) Are there any other sub-structures of the col

re levant  to  th is  ana lys is?
am NO
72) Do the supports of  the col lege union bui ld ing

fr ict ion, nonl lnear spr ings, and/or gapping?

lciated w i t h  t h e  north-

ege union bui lding

i n v o l v e  C o u l o m b
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m NO

The fo l l ow ing
s t r u c t u r e :

analysis c lasses are relevant to the analysis of your

1) g e n e r a l - i n e l a s t i c

The follouing are specific analysis recommendations you should
fol low when performing the structure analyslsr

Ac t iva te  inc rementa l  s t ress  - incremental  strain analysis.

Model nonl inear stress-strain relat ion of  the mater ia l ,

Solution will be based on a mix of gradient and Neuton methods.

Log t

Ki

c to scan stresses, smooth, and compare with
aPPr opr ia te  sa fe ty factors) should be used,

nematic col lapse mode eval
degenera tee to zero.

uatl on logic should be used when s t i f f n e s s

al  lowable  s t r e s s e s  (wl th

Cumulative strain damage should be calculated,

Ana lys i s should include two or more I oad cyc
ex t r a p o l a t ion  fo r  s t ra n accumu I ation.

lee (if c y c l i c )  w i t h

Shakedown extrapolation logic should be used.
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4.3

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

8)

7)

Conclusions

These consultations Illustrate the ability of the consultation system to:

treat a structure as a collection of substructures,-.

treat loadlngs by superlmposlng load components,

model aluminum or concrete plate or beam-like structures,

consider analysis objectives that Include response prediction only, or both response and
instability,

produce a citation of all conclusions reached,

respond to questlons about the basis  for a conclusion,  and

define the values of consultation parameters developed.

--
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6  S u m m a r y

6.1 What did we accomplish

We regard the work reported here as a further demonstration that recent Al
research in knowledge-based systems has sufficient generailty to serve in a variety of
appilcatlon domalns.

Speoific  conclusions:

1) The automated structural analysis consultant is an appropriate task domain for a MYCIN-
like rule-based interactive consultation system. Although several iterations of the
knowledge base were made before it was honed to the satisfaction of the expert, the
rule-based representation of the expert’s knowledge of structural engineering and the
MARC program proved adequate (if not entirely 9?atura11%

2) A relatively sophisticated and helpful automated consultant can be designed and
implemented wlth a modest expenditure of effort, by exploiting the general
representation‘- and interactive facilities of the EMYCIN system. To bring the SACON
program to Its present level of performance, we estimate that two man-months of the
expert’s time were required to explicate his task as a consultant and formulate the
knowledge base, and about the same amount of time Implementing and testing the rules ‘.

.

3) The performance of the SACON program matches that of a human consultant for the
llmlted domain of structural analysis problems that was Initially selected. The choice of
an analysls strategy Is only one of the critical declslons  that an engineer must make
before attempting to use the MARC program; there are many other deolsions  he.must also
make, e.g. choosing the appropriate geometry, for which the present version of SACON
provides no assistance. We have no reason to doubt, however, that the level of
performance and range of applicabliity of the present consultant can be significantly
raised by expanding the knowledge base.

* 6.2 Contributions to Artificial Intelligence

6.2.1 EMYCIN as a Representation Vehicle

A primary goal of thls research was to determine if current “knowledge engineering”
techniques could be usefully applied In the development of a computer-based consultant in
structural analysis. Specifically, our research was a test of the generality of the rule-based
formalism of the EMYCIN system. As such, we neither explored the use of other available
consultation systems (e,g, PROSPECTOR, RITA) nor examined the pros and cons of using the
different representation schemes they provide. Rather, .our  decision to utilize the

’ This estimate does not include the necessary time devoted to meetings, problem
formulation, demonstrations and report writing.
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production-rule formallsm of EMYCIN allowed us to focus our attention on the structural
analysis task Itself. At no time did we find this choice  of knowledge representation to be a
hindrance to either the explication of the knowledge from the expert or its eventual
implementation in the SACON program. in fact the relative simpiicity of using and explaining
the rule-based formalism actually facllltated  the rapid development of the knowledge base
during the early stages of the cnnsultant’s  design.

Moreover, the backward-chaining control structure of EMYCIN did not prove to be a ,
barrier for eliciting the expert’s knowledge. indeed, the existence of alternative control
structures was never discussed with the expert; he was ‘required’ to explicate his
knowledge In a backward-chained control environment. The control structure, like the rule-
based formalism, seemed to Impose a salutary discipline on the expert as he formulated the
knowledge base. Slmiiar effects on the knowledge acqulsitlon  process have been observed
by other researchers (Winograd, personal communication) even when a choice of control
structures Is available; typically a single control method (agenda, backward chalnlng, etc.) is
selected and, once chosen, this control structure provldes a framework for the explication of
knowledge.

One feature of EMYCIN that was not used In this task was the confidence factor
mechanism, Le. the ability to draw inferences with uncertain knowledge. The consultation
strategy, and the associated mathematical model, were designed to determine extreme
loading conditions, from which SACON  concludes the appropriate analysis class.
Consequently, by using a %onservatlve”  model the rules, though inexact in themselves, are
sufficiently accurate for predicting bounds that they can be stated wlth certainty.

6.2.2 Validation of Domaln-Independence

The development of SACON represents a major test of the domain-independence of
the EMYCIN system. Previous applications using EMYCIN have been primarily m&dicai with the
consultations focusing on the diagnosis and prescription of therapy for a patient. Structural
analysis, with Its emphasis on structures and loadings, allowed us to detect the small number
of places where this medical bias had unduly Influenced the system design, notably text
strings used for prompting and giving advice.

Our expert found that his knowledge was easily cast into the rule-based formalism
and that the existing predicate functions and context-tree mechanism provided sufficient
expressive power to capture the task of recommending an analysis strategy. The existing
Interactive facilities for performing explanation, question-answering, and consultation were
found to be well developed and directly usable by our application. As mentioned previously,
none of these features required any significant reprogramming ’ and for the most part,
worked without modification. Examples of these faclllties In use during a consultation were
demonstrated in Section 4.

’ The project required the development of three new predicate functions and a
minor modification of the consultation interaction abilities to handle multi-valued parameters
more naturally. Multi-valued parameters had not been used heavily In the medical
appllcatlons, and the extenslons we provlded are now included In the EMYCIN system.
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6.2.3 Observations about the Knowledge Acquisition process

Our experience explicating the structural analysis rule base provided an opportunity
to make some observations about the process of knowledge acquisition. Although these
observations were made with respect to the development of SACON, other knowledge-based
consultation systems have noted similar processes and interactions.

Our principal observation is that the knowledge acquisition process is composed of
three major phases. These phases are characterized strongly by the types of interaction
that occur between expert and knowledge engineer and by the types of knowledge that are
being explicated and transferred between the participants during these interactions. At
present only a small fraction of these interactions can be held directly with the knowledge-
based system itself [Davis771  [Davis70),  and research continues to expand the knowledge
acquisition expertise of these systems.

The Beginning Phase:

The beginning phase of the knowledge explication process Is characterized by the
expert’s ignorance of knowledge based systems and his unfamiilarity with the process of
describing expilcftiy  what exactly he knows and does. At the same time, the knowledge
engineers are notably ignorant about the application domain and clumsily seek, by analogy, to
characterize the possible consultation tasks that could be performed (i.e. “Well, in MYCIN we
did this...“).

L

During the first month or so, the knowledge engineers and the domain expert
become familiar with each other’s fields. The expert learns what tools are available for
representing his knowledge, and the knowledge engineer learns the important concepts of
the domain. During this time both parties agree on the goal of the consultation, and on the
vehicle that will be used to accomplish it, A taxonomy of the potential consultation areas for
the application domain and the types of advice that could be given is formulated. ,Typlcaiiy  a
small fragment of the complete spectrum of consultation tasks is selected and developed
during the following phases of the knowledge acquisition effort, For example, the MYCIN
pro)ect  began by iimiting the domain of expertise to bacteremia (blood infections); SACON is
currently restricted to analysis strategies for structures exhibiting nonlinear, non-thermal,
time-independent material behaviors.e

The Middle Phase:

After identifying the sub-domain that will be developed, effort concentrates on the
I identification of the ma]or  factors and reasoning chains used by the expert to characterize

the object of the consultation (be it patient or airplane wing) and to recommend any advice.
it is useful to distinguish two phases within the mlddie phase that we term Early Middle and
Late Middle. Early Middle is characterized by the development of the domain vocabulary and
a small number of reasoning chains (rules) that indicate how the concepts relate to one
another. For MYCIN-ilke systems, the context tree and the basic parameter structure is
developed during this period. The Late Middle phase is characterized by the detailing of
reasoning chains and development of the major rule sets in the system. During the Middle
phase enough knowledge is explicated to advise a large number of common cases.
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The End Phase:

When the knowledge base is substantially complete, the system designers
concentrate *on debugging the existing rule base. This debugging process typically involves
the addition of single rules to handle obscure cases and might involve the introduction of new
parameters. However the major structure of the knowledge base remains intact (at least for
this sub-domain) and interactions with the expert involve relatively small changes.

Any further development of new sub-domains by the expert will involve cycling
between the Middle and End phases of activity. The characterization of the domain,
produced in the Beginning phase, remains fixed, and provides a framework in which new sub-
domains must be couched.

While developing the SACON system, we profited during the Middle phase by ‘hand-
simuiat~ing’  any proposed rules and parameter additions. in particular, major advances in
building the structural analysis knowledge base came when one of us would “play EMYCiN1l
with the expert. During these sessions the knowledge engineer would prompt the expert for
tasks that needed to be performed. By simulating the back-chaining manner of EMYCIN we
asked, as needed, for. rules to Infer the parameter values, ‘fired’ these rules, and thus
defined a large amount of the parameter, object, and rule space used during the present
consultations. This process of simulating the EMYCIN system also helped the expert learn
how the program worked in detail; he was then able to develop more rules and parameters
without our continued interaction,

6.3 Extensions to SACON

There are at least two ways to extend the current work. One is to raise the level
of performance of the program by extending its knowledge base. For example, the rules
should be expanded to include time-dependent and thermal loading conditions.

Another possible development, of more interest than the former, is to integrate
SACON and MARC in a single, closed-loop system. That is, the recommendations of SACON
could be submitted to an intermediate program which translated these reoommendations into
_specific  input data for MARC. Then, after the MARC program performed its analysis on the
structure, the results could be fed back to SACON for comparison with its initial predictions
of the structure’s behavior, based on its simpiified mathematical model (see Fig. 6.1). The
engineer could then be informed that the results of the MARC run were or were not
reasonable. in cases where the MARC results did not agree with SACON%  expectations, ati
alternate analysis strategy could be recommended to the engineer. if the user were an
expert  analyst, he may intervene at this point to enter new or more accurate rules into the
knowledge base.
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- Results

Fig. 5.1 Schematlc of closed-loop structural analysis system

4 8
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0 Appendix 1: Parameter Definitions

This appendix lists the parameters which comprise the EACON system as discussed
in Section 3.

6.1 Structure parameters

o REGIMEN -  the  ana lys is  s t ra tegy  o f  the  s t ruc tu re
updated  by  2 rules, used by 8 ru les

o ANALYS I S-CLASS - the analysis class of the structure
updated  by  3 6  rules, used by 2 ru les

o ANALYS I S-RECS - the analysis recommendations to be considered uhen
preparing the structure for model i ing
updated by 18 rules, used by 2 ru les

o TINE-DEPENDENT - uhether the structure has any t ime dependent terms
in  i t3  equat ion3 o f  equ i l ib r ium
asked,  used  @y 8 ru les

o TENP-DEPENDENT - whether there are temperature dependent term8 in the
equat ions of equi l ibr ium of the structure
asked, used by 8 ru les

o NONLINEARITY - the  type3 o f  non l inear i ty  in  the  structure
updated  by  1 rules, used by 37 ru les

o STRESS -  t h e  s t r e s s behav i or phenomena in the
updated by 1 ru les , used by 37 r Ui8S

s t ruc tu re

o DEFLECTION - the deflection phenomena in the structure
updated  by  1 rules, used by 48 ru les .

o ?BDUNDARY-CON0  I T I ON - whether the eupport condit ion8 of the structure
a r e  nonl inear
asked, used by 3 rules

o ERROR the ana lys is e r ro r ( i n
sked, used by 3 8  ru les

percent 1 that is io i erab le

o INTEGRI TV-GOAL - the integri ty eva lua t ion  goa ls  o f  the  ana lys is
a s k e d ,  u3ed  by 4 ru les
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0.2 Substructure parameters

61

o SS-NONLINEARITY - the types of nonl ineari ty in the sub-structure
u p d a t e d  b y  6 rules, used by 1 r u les

o SS-STRESS - the stress behavior phenomena in the sub-structure
updated  by  15 rules, used by 1 r u l e s

o SS-DEFLECTION - the deflection phenomena In the sub-structure
u p d a t e d  b y  14 rules, used by 3 ru les

o COMPOSITION - the material composing the sub-structure
asked, used by 28 rules

o LENGTH - the length of the sub-structure
asked, used by 45 rules

o THICKNESS - the wai l  thickness of the sub-structure
asked, used by 3 rules

o WEIGHT - the weight of the sub-structure
asked, used by 4 rules--

o CONSTRUCTION - the construct ion8 of the sub-structure
asked, used by 5 rules

o GEOMETRY - the geometry of the sub-structure
asked, used by 3 rules

o STRESS-CRITERION - the stress cr i ter ion of the sub-structure
updated  by  7 rules, used by 1 r u l e s
(See Rules 92 - 96)

o SUPPORT - the conf igurat ion of support  for the sub-structure
asked, used by 45 rules

o ND-STRESS - the non-dimensional stress of the eub-structure
updated  by  1 rules, used by 21 ru les

o ND-DEFLECTION - the non-dimensional def lect ion of  the sub-structure
updated  by  1 rules,  used by 9 rules

o DIMENSION - the modei i ing dimenaionai i ty of the sub-structure
asked, used by 4 ru les

_ o SHAPE - the shape of the sub-structure
u p d a t e d  b y  4 rules, used by 51 rules

o YOUNGS-MODULUS - Young’8 modulus of the material
updated  by  4 rules, used by 45 rules

o DENSITY - the density of the material
u p d a t e d  b y  4 rules, used by 4 ru les
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o EWIDTH - the  e f fec t i ve  w id th  o f  the  sub-s t ruc tu re
updated by 4 rules, used by 31 rules

o EINERTIA - the moment of  inert ia of  the sub-structure
updated#by  4 ruie8, used  by  37  ru les

o TW/SOLID - uhsther  t h e  s u b - s t r u c t u r e  i s  thin-waiisd or solid
asked, used by 6 ru les

o DEPTH -  the  dep th  o f  the  cub-structure
asked, used by 36 rumies

o ALPHA - alpha
updated  by  1 rules,  used by 4 rules

o BETA - beta
updated by 1 rules, used by 9 ru les

o GAMMA - gamma
updated  by  1 rules,  used by 4 rules

o DELTA - delta
u p d a t e d  b y  1--.ruies, used by 9 rules

o AREA - t h e  e f f e c t ive area of the
asked, used bY 6 r u l e s

sub-structure

HPP-78-23
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6.3 Loading parameters

0 CYCLES - the number of cycles the loading is to be applied
asked, used by 13 ru les

o STRESS-BOUND - the maximum stress bound at a point, due to all
components of the loading (in psi)
updated  by  1 rules, used by 1 r u l e s

o DEFLECTION-BOUND - the maximum deflection bound at a point, due to ail
components of the loading
updated by 1 rules, used by 1 r u l e s

6.4 Loading component parameters

o SITE - the site of the load component
asked, used by 33 rules

o DIRECTION - the surface to uhich the load component acts normal
asked,_used by 46 rules

o DISTRIBUTION - the distribution of the load component
asked, used by 45 rules

.
o POINT-HAG - the magnitude of the load component (in pounds)

asked, used by 33 rules

.

o DI ST-MAG - the magnitude of the load component (in psi)
asked, used by 12 ru les

o STRESS-MAGNITUDE - the stress magnitude of the load component (in psi)
updated by 46 rules, used by 1 r u l e s

o DEFLECT I ON-MAGNI TUDE - the deflection magnitude of the load component
updated by 46 rules, used by 1 rules

7 Appendix 2: The Knowledge Base

There are currently 170 rules In the SACON  system. These rules are classified In
four groups, corresponding to the levels of the context tree shdwn in Figure 2.1.

I Representative rules from each group are shown below. Readers who wish to obtain a copy
of the complete rule set may write to: Project Secretary, Heuristic Programming Project,
Computer Science Department, Stanford University, Stanford, Callfornla 94306.
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7.1 Structure Rules

RULE00 1
m--w---
[This rule applies to any structure, and Is tried In order to find out about

the analysis strategy of the structure]

If: 1) The analysis class of the structure Is known, and
2) An attempt has been made to deduce the analysis recommendations to

be considered when preparing the structure for modelllng
Then: Using the lnformatlon  collected durlng the consultation, recommend an

analysis method for this structure

RULE036
m--1-1-
[This rule applies to any structure, and is tried In order to find out about

the analysis class of the structure]--

If: 1) Material is one of the types of nonlinearity In the structure, and
2) There are some stress behaviour phenomena in the structure, and
3) There are some deflection phenomena in the structure

Then: It Is definite (1 .O) that general-inelastic Is one of the analysis .
class of the structure

HPP-78-23
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RULE030
----m-w
[This rule applies to any structure, and Is trled In order to find out about

the analysis recommendations to be considered when preparing the
structure for modeliing J . .

if: it Is known uniquely that material Is one of the types of nonlinearity
in the structure

Then: 1) it is definite (1 .O) that the following is one of the analysis
recommendations to be considered when preparing the structure for
modelllng: Activate Incremental stress - Incremental strain
analysis., and

2) It is definite (1 .O) that the following is one of the analysis
recommendations to be considered when preparing the structure for
modelllng: Model nonlinear stress-strain relation of the
material., and

3) It Is definite (1 .O) that the followlng Is one of the analysis
recommendations to be considered when preparing the structure for
modeliing: Solution will be based on a mix of gradlent  and Newton
methods.=

RULE043
1--11-m-

, [This rule applies to any structure, and is tried in order to find out about
the analysis recommendations to be considered when preparing the
structure for modeiiing]

if: Fatigue is one of the stress behavlour phenomena In the structure
Then: 1) It is definite (1 .O) that the following Is one of the analysis

recommendations to be considered when preparlng the structure for
modelling: Logic to scan peak stress at each step and evaluate
fatigue Integrity should be used., and

2) it is definite (1 .O) that the following is one of the anaiysls
recommendations to be considered when preparing the structure for
modeiling: A single cycle of loading is sufficient  for fatlque
estimates.
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7.2 Substructure rules

RULE064

[This rule applies to any sub-structure, and Is tried‘ in order to find out
about the types of nonlinearity in the sub-structure]

If: 1) The analysis error (In percent) that is tolerable Is between 6 and
30, and

2) The non-dimensional stress of the sub-structure is greater than .7
Then: it Is definite (1 .O) that material is one of the types of

nonlinearity in the sub-structure

RULE086
-1----m
[This rule applies to any sub-structure, and Is trled In order to find out

about the deflection-phenomena In the sub-structure]

if: 1) The analysis error (In percent) that is tolerable Is between 6 and
30, and

2) The non-dimensional deflection of the sub-structure is greater than
*l

Then: it Is definite (1 .O) that fiexlbiilty-changes is one of the
deflection phenomena in the sub-structure

RULE 100
-c-l-l-

.
[This rule applies to any sub-structure, and is tried in order to find out

about the shape of the sub-structure)

if: 1) It Is known uniquely that continuum Is one of the constructions of
4 the sub-structure, and

2) The modelilng dlmenslonaiity of the sub-structure is 2, and
3) The geometry of the sub-structure is planar

Then: it is definite (1.0) that the shape of the sub-structure is plate
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7.3 Loading rules
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RULE071
mm-----
[This rule appiles to any loading, and Is trled in order to flnd out about

the stress behavlour phenomena in the sub-structure]

if: 1) The material composing the sub-structure is one of: the metals, and
2) The analysis error (in percent) that is tolerable Is between 6 and

30, and
3) The non-dimensional stress of the sub-structure is greater than .Q,

and
4) The number of cycles the loading is to be applied is between 1000

and 10000
Then: it is definite (1 .O) that fatigue is one of the stress behaviour

phenomena in the sub-structure

RULE089
--------II

[This rule applies to any loading, and is tried in order to find out about
the deflection phenomena in the sub-structure]

if: 1) The analysis error (In percent) that is tolerable is between 6 and
30, and

2) The non-dimensional stress of the sub-structure is greater than .7,
and

3) The number of cycles the loading is to be applied is greater than 2 .
Then: it Is definite (1 .O) that incremental-strain-failure is one of the

deflection phenomena in the sub-structure
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7.4 Loading component rules

RULE1 16
--W-W--
[This rule applies to any loading component, and is tried in order to find

out about the stress magnitude of the load component (in psi) or the
deflection magnitude of the load component in Inches]

if: 1) The distribution of the load component Is point, and
2) The configuration of support for the sub-structure Is one-side, and
3) The shape of the sub-structure is beam, and
4) The site of ‘the load component is near-free-edge, and
6) The surface to which the load component acts normal is thickness-

width, and
6) The magnitude of the load component (in pounds) is known, and
7) Young’s  modulus of the material is known, and
8) The effective area of the sub-structure is known

Then: 1) it is definlte (1 .O) that the stress magnitude of the load
component (in psi) Is point-mag / area, and

2) it Is definite (1 .O) that the deflection magnitude of the load
component in inches is point-mag / area * youngs-modulus

HPP-78-23
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RULE 140

[This rule applies to any loading component, and Is tried In order to find
out about the stress magnltude of the load component (In psi) or the
deflection magnitude of the load component in inches]

if: 1) The surface to which the load component acts normal is width-length,
and

2) The distribution of the load component Is distributed, and
3) The configuration of support for the sub-structure is two-adjacent-

sides, and
4) The shape of the sub-structure Is one of: the surface shapes, and
6) The moment of Inertia of the sub-structure Is known, and
6) The magnitude of the load component (in psi) is known, and
7) The length of the sub-structure Is known, and
8) The depth of the sub-structure is known, and
9) Young’s modulus of the material is known, and
10) Gamma Is known, and
1 1) Alpha is-known

Then: 1) it Is definite (1 .O) that the stress magnitude of the load
component (In psi) is 3 * alpha * depth * dlst-mag * length t 2 /
2 * einertia, and

2) it Is definite (1 .O) that the deflection magnitude of the load
component in inches is gamma * dlst-mag * length t 3 / 2 * youngs-
modulus * einertia
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